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TherapeuTic advances in 
Musculoskeletal disease

Introduction
Primary Sjögren’s syndrome (pSS) is a connec-
tive tissue disease characterised by a wide spec-
trum of clinical features, extending from exocrine 
to extra-glandular involvement.1 Over the years, 
growing efforts have been made to characterise 
the disease, focusing on its pathogenetic path-
ways, early diagnosis, biomarkers, imaging tools, 
and therapeutic strategies.1

The exact pathogenesis of pSS is currently not 
well understood but appears to be multifacto-
rial.2–4 The pathogenesis is thought to be B-cell-
centric, and B-cell activation, immune complex 
formation, and autoantibodies production are 
thought to be the key steps.2–4 Nevertheless, T 
cells (such as Th17 and Th22 cells), follicular 
dendritic cells, and innate immune system have 
been proven to participate in the development 
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and persistence of inflammation in this systemic 
disease.5,6 In particular, inflammatory infiltrates 
in salivary glands (SGs) may form aggregates, 
organised in ectopic germinal centres (GCs), 
which might drive chronic stimulation and activa-
tion of B cells.7–9

The glandular damage caused by the immune-
mediated destruction of exocrine glands, B-cell 
hyperactivation, and excessive infiltration of 
inflammatory cells into the gland exposes pSS 
patients to an increased risk of lymphoprolifera-
tive disease,10–12 the highest among various auto-
immune diseases.13–15 At present, more studies 
are needed to address the exact pathogenesis of 
pSS and pSS-related lymphoproliferative disease. 
The aims of such studies are to identify the key 
pathogenetic pathways of the disease, to stratify 
pSS patients, and to better evaluate the activity-
related and damage-related manifestations. 
Furthermore, the improved definition of bio-
markers for lymphoproliferative disease would 
allow the more precise identification of patients 
at higher risk of developing lymphoma.

The usefulness of salivary gland ultrasound 
(SGUS) in patients with pSS was highlighted 
almost 30 years ago,16,17 and since then, it has 
proved to be an effective tool in the evaluation of 
SG structural abnormalities and parenchymal 
lesions in major SGs.18–20 SGUS is a simple, non-
invasive, nonirradiating, and inexpensive tech-
nique,21–25 and various studies have reported that 
its inclusion in pSS classification criteria improves 
diagnostic accuracy, feasibility, and sensitiv-
ity,23,26–28 keeping the specificity unchanged com-
pared to the American College of Rheumatology/
European League Against Rheumatism (ACR-
EULAR) criteria.29 Furthermore, ultrasound 
may guide biopsies for adequate histological sam-
pling in pSS patients with suspected lymphoma, 
as recently proposed.30–32

The aim of this qualitative literature review is to 
summarise recently reported advances in pSS, 
ranging from the early phases to the established 
disease and to possible lymphoma complications. 
We analysed the diagnostic, prognostic, and man-
agement aspects of pSS, with a look into future 
clinical and research developments.

Preclinical pSS and early pSS
Preclinical Sjögren syndrome is a phase character-
ised by laboratory, imaging, histologic abnormalities, 

and clinical symptoms (e.g. sicca syndrome), 
although not or not yet fulfilling the pSS classifi-
cation criteria.

Early Sjögren syndrome can be defined by the ful-
filment of the classification criteria33,34 from a 
short time (i.e. less than 24 months).

Pathophysiology of pSS and new study 
techniques
Inflammation of the salivary and lacrimal glands 
(epithelitis) is a hallmark of pSS pathophysiol-
ogy.35 Lymphocytes infiltrate the perivascular and 
periductal areas of the glands, where they interact 
with activated salivary gland epithelial cells 
(SGECs).35 The majority of lymphocytes involved 
have been characterised as CD4+ T helper cells 
and B cells by immunohistochemistry and flow 
cytometry.36 Individual predefined populations of 
infiltrating cells have been further studied in more 
detail.37–39 A comprehensive in-depth analysis of 
the functional properties and subtypes of all the 
cells participating in pSS epithelitis has long been 
hampered by technical restraints.35,40

Two studies took advantage of cytometry by time 
of flight (CyTOF) to address this issue.40,41 
CyTOF is a flow cytometry-based technique that 
uses antibodies labelled with isotopically pure ele-
ments; this approach allows for the analysis of 30 
or even more proteins on individual cells. 
Mingueneau et  al.41 analysed mononucleated 
cells from peripheral blood and SG biopsies of 
pSS patients. They identified an increase in acti-
vated CD4+ and CD8+ T cells, while plasmacy-
toid dendritic cells were decreased compared with 
the peripheral blood mononucleated cells 
(PBMCs) of healthy individuals.41 These results 
were confirmed by another study comparing the 
PBMCs of pSS patients with those of patients 
suffering from systemic sclerosis or systemic lupus 
erythematosus.40 While CyTOF increases the 
potential of single-cell analysis in pSS, it is 
dependent on the availability of antibodies to 
well-characterised antigens. By contrast, methods 
analysing the transcriptome allow for an unbiased 
approach, aiding the generation of new hypothe-
ses. cDNA microarrays have been performed on 
PBMCs and glandular tissue from pSS to iden-
tify the characteristic interferon signature in  
many patients.42,43 This pattern is most promi-
nent in the subset of cases serologically defined  
by increased titres of anti-SSA and anti-SSB 
autoantibodies.42,43
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In the near future, the more powerful technique 
of RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) will replace 
microarrays. A study analysing SGECs and sorted 
B cells from pSS SGs underscored the impor-
tance of SGECs for B-cell activation and sur-
vival.44 Furthermore, RNA-seq was employed to 
analyse the PBMCs of the large PRECISESADS 
cohort, identifying four different clusters of pSS 
patients that could be used to stratify pSS in the 
future.45

Single-cell RNA-seq (scRNA-seq) combines the 
power of single-cell analysis with the unbiased 
approach of RNA-seq. The potential of this novel 
technique was demonstrated by a first study iden-
tifying a previously unrecognised population of 
peripheral blood cytotoxic CD4+ T cells in pSS 
patients.46 Other single-cell sequencing methods 
will allow analysis of the methylation state (single-
cell DNA methylome sequencing) and accessible 
DNA for transcription factors (single-cell ATAC-
seq) of single cells in pSS.47 Furthermore, tissue-
based methods, such as spatial transcriptomics 
and imaging mass cytometry, will enable us to 
investigate RNA and protein expression within 
the SGs in unprecedented resolution.48,49 Other 
innovative methods may generate new data on the 
pathophysiology of pSS by defining the metabo-
lomic and proteomic states of immune cells and 
SGEC basal function.50,51 Characterising the oral 
viral and bacterial microbiome will add important 
information.52 In summary, the rapid develop-
ment of single-cell and single-omics techniques 
within the last few years will enable us to unveil a 
broader picture of pSS pathophysiology.

Risk factors for pSS development
To date, the risk factors for developing pSS have 
not been well established, primarily because sicca 
symptoms slowly progress over years and are 
often initially underestimated by both patients 
and physicians; therefore, the average diagnostic 
delay of pSS is 7 years,53 with most patients 
already showing SG damage.54 Furthermore, the 
current ACR-EULAR classification criteria can 
be applied if considerable impairment of the 
glands has occurred, since patients need to suffer 
from pronounced sicca symptoms to be eligible 
for the criteria.34 Thus, no extensive data exist 
about the early phase of pSS or the risk factors 
that may lead to it.

Autoantibodies in rheumatic diseases are often 
detectable years before the first symptoms 

appear,55 as also indicated in pSS patients.56–58 
Theander et al.57 performed a case–control study 
analysing pre-disease samples of 117 pSS patients: 
81% had anti-SSA or anti-SSB antibodies before 
manifesting any typical pSS symptoms. In a large-
scale research registry for neonatal lupus, asymp-
tomatic mothers with anti-SSA and anti-SSB 
antibodies of children with neonatal lupus were 
studied over 10 years, and the probability of an 
asymptomatic antibody-positive mother develop-
ing pSS was 27.9%.59 Interestingly, mothers with 
both anti-SSA and anti-SSB antibodies were 
nearly twice as likely to develop an autoimmune 
disease, with a higher probability of developing 
pSS than mothers with anti-SSA antibodies 
alone.59 Thus, anti-SSA and anti-SSB antibodies 
might be a risk factor for the development of pSS.

Furthermore, in an epidemiological study, first-
degree relatives of pSS patients had an 11- to 
19-fold increased risk of developing pSS, high-
lighting genetics as a risk factor for the develop-
ment of pSS.58

Identifying patients at risk and following them up 
until the development of a definite disease have 
advanced our knowledge of rheumatoid arthritis 
(RA).60 Similarly, cohorts of early or even pre-
pSS would help identify risk factors for the devel-
opment of pSS by shedding light on the initial 
events in pSS pathophysiology. The fact that anti-
SSA and anti-SSB antibodies can be detected 
years in advance will aid in the recruitment of 
individuals at risk. Indeed, a cohort study pro-
spectively following asymptomatic SSA-positive 
individuals was initiated in 2021 (personal 
communication).

Established pSS

How will we diagnose pSS in the future?
The diagnosis of pSS is based on a set of clinical, 
laboratory, imaging, and pathological features, 
since no single test can alone be diagnostic per se.1

Minor salivary gland biopsy (MSGB) is consid-
ered the gold standard tool and plays a key role in 
the ACR-EULAR classification criteria for pSS, 
especially in seronegative patients.34,61 MSGB is 
not devoid of possible adverse events, particularly 
temporary or permanent paraesthesia (11.7% and 
6% of cases, respectively),62 and lacks of stand-
ardisation of surgical procedure and histopathol-
ogy reporting, although a consensus guidance was 
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recently published to this end.63 The strengths of 
MSGB are its good sensitivity (63.5–93.7%), 
specificity (61.2–100%)64 and prognostic value, 
since it was demonstrated that higher focus score 
(FS) values are related to a higher risk of more 
severe extra-glandular manifestations and 
lymphoma.65

The role of SGUS in pSS diagnosis is described 
below (see section ‘The role of SGUS in pSS diag-
nosis’). Other promising innovations are ultra-
sound elastography,66 the application of artificial 
intelligence to automatically score SGUS,67 and 
the major SG biopsy, which is now reserved for 
cases of suspected SG lymphoma.68,69 Nevertheless, 
according to Pijpe et  al.,70 a surgical major SG 
biopsy has a diagnostic performance comparable 
to MSGB in pSS, with 93% sensitivity and 95% 
specificity, and is repeatable, allowing treatment 
response evaluation.71,72 Ultrasound-guided core 
needle biopsy (CNB) of major SGs may represent 
a valid alternative to surgical biopsy (see section 
‘Ultrasound-guided core needle biopsy in the diag-
nosis of pSS-related lymphoma’).31 Further 
research in these fields is needed.

In recent years, efforts have been made to identify 
diagnostic biomarkers in pSS in tears (i.e. 
increased tear osmolarity, decreased tear protein 
MMP-9, LACTO, LIPOC-1) and saliva (i.e. ele-
vated levels of IgA, IgG, lactoferrin, β-2 microglob-
ulin).73–76 Further studies are necessary to clarify 
the clinical utility of these novel biomarkers.

pSS prognosis and disease activity assessment
pSS is a chronic, slowly progressing, non-life-
threatening disease with a 10-year cumulative 
survival rate of over 90%. Nevertheless, some 
patients have a severe disease and may have an 
increased risk of death,77 and extra-glandular 
manifestations are present in 30–50% of patients 
during the follow-up.78,79

Studies have shown that high baseline systemic 
activity is associated with a worse prognosis and 
decreased survival.80 A recent meta-analysis 
revealed older age at diagnosis, male gender, 
extra-glandular and vasculitic involvement, 
parotid enlargement, low complement levels, and 
cryoglobulinaemia as factors associated with 
increased mortality in pSS.77 Moreover, among 
autoimmune rheumatic diseases, pSS harbours 
the highest risk of lymphoma (14-fold higher risk), 
affecting around 5% of the pSS population.81

Several indices have been developed to better 
evaluate and monitor disease activity. The 
EULAR Sjögren’s syndrome disease activity 
index (ESSDAI) is a composite validated and 
sensitive to change index of systemic disease 
activity. It encompasses 12 domains (11 organ-
specific and 1 biological domains reflecting B-cell 
activity).82–85 For clinical studies, ESSDAI modi-
fication was made by removing the biological 
domain (clinical ESSDAI).86

The EULAR Sjögren’s syndrome patient reported 
index (ESSPRI) is a patient-reported index with 
the final score representing the mean grade of 
three subjective components (dryness, musculo-
skeletal pain, fatigue), each evaluated on a 0–10 
scale.87 As the correlation between ESSPRI and 
ESSDAI is weak, the indices should be used 
complementarily.88

However, ESSDAI does not completely capture 
pSS disease activity. It does not reflect activity in 
glandular limited disease (roughly representing 
two-thirds of all pSS patients), since glandular 
inflammation and lymphoproliferation contribute 
only to a limited extent to the final ESSDAI score, 
not recognising sufficiently patients at risk of 
developing lymphoma.89,90 Furthermore, pSS 
patients frequently present with overlapping fea-
tures of activity and damage, both of which con-
tribute to disease severity.90

To overcome this gap, a composite endpoint, 
Composite of Relevant Endpoints for Sjögren’s 
Syndrome (CRESS), was developed and validated 
by the analysis of data from rituximab, tocilizumab, 
and abatacept trials.91 CRESS is composed of five 
complementary items: ClinESSDAI, ESSPRI, lac-
rimal gland item, SG item, and serological item.91 
Such a composite response measure addressing dif-
ferent aspects of the disease could better appreciate 
treatment efficacy compared to a single target.91

To this end, another composite endpoint was 
recently developed, the SS Tool for Assessing 
Response (STAR), elaborated within the multi-
national NECESSITY Project (https://www.
necessity-h2020.eu).

The stratification of pSS patients
pSS is a clinically heterogeneous disease;1 there-
fore, stratifying pSS patients is essential to allow 
better patient management and the proper admin-
istration of resources.92
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The stratification and harmonisation of pSS 
patients is supported by the HarmonicSS initia-
tive (HarmonicSS.eu; https//cordis.europa.eu),93 
part of the Horizon 2020 project. This initiative 
aims to collect, evaluate, and harmonise different 
pSS cohorts based on shared and internationally 
accepted classification criteria and measures of 
disease activity and damage, considering health 
care policy, advanced statistical methods, and 
advanced informatic technology.

A recent analysis of the international and multi-
centre registry, the Sjögren Big Data Consortium, 
which included over 10,000 pSS patients, showed 
that demographic and geoepidemiological char-
acteristics significantly determine the systemic 
phenotype of the disease.94 Male pSS patients 
have a higher ESSDAI and carry an increased risk 
of lymphoma.94,95 Early-onset pSS (age ⩽35 years) 
is associated with clinical and biological features 
predictive of severe systemic disease (e.g. SG 
enlargement, lymphadenopathy, purpura, renal 
involvement, hypergammaglobulinaemia, hypoc-
omplementemia, presence of autoantibodies) and 
higher ESSDAI,96 whereas late-onset pSS (age 
⩾65 years) is characterised by less frequent 
autoantibody positivity, lower biological activity, 
higher prevalence of lung involvement and lower 
prevalence of arthritis.97 Considering systemic 
activity, Black/African American patients exhibit 
the highest ESSDAI scores, followed by White, 
Asian and Hispanic pSS patients.94

Importantly, the immunoserological profile influ-
ences the disease phenotype and represents the 
traditional basis for stratification of pSS patie
nts.78,98–103 Alternatively, a recent study applied 
patient-reported symptoms in pSS stratification 
and conclusively recognised four different disease 
clusters – low symptom burden, high symptom 
burden, dryness dominant with fatigue and pain 
dominant with fatigue – with accompanying dis-
tinct serological and molecular markers and 
responses to immunomodulatory treatment.104

SGUS may provide additional help in pSS phe-
notyping, as normal-appearing SGUS reflects a 
milder pSS phenotype with preserved salivation, 
negative lip biopsy and a less pronounced sero-
logical profile.20 Indexes of glandular involve-
ment, such as FS and the presence of GCs, 
represent other options for pSS stratification, par-
ticularly as both seem to be associated with SG 
enlargement, lymphoma risk, systemic disease 
and antibody positivity.105 Molecular markers 

might, in the future, provide key baseline infor-
mation for pSS clustering.42,45,106

Stemming from current knowledge and consider-
ing the risk of developing systemic manifestations 
and poor outcomes, a phenotype-driven prognos-
tic classification of pSS has recently been pro-
posed.92 The classification distinguishes three pSS 
subgroups: low-risk pSS patients (with elderly 
onset, seronegative disease or isolated anti-SSB 
positivity), intermediate-risk pSS patients (early-
onset disease, anti-SSA positivity, Black/African-
American ancestry) and high-risk pSS subgroup 
(males, rheumatoid factor carriers, patients with 
cryoglobulinaemia and hypocomplementemia, 
high FS or presence of GCs in SG biopsy).92

In summary, pSS is a complex multifaceted dis-
ease; nevertheless, through the integration of clin-
ical, molecular, imaging and histopathological 
data, improved disease stratification is feasible 
and may be ultimately reflected in the individual-
ised treatment approach.

Long-standing disease
pSS can be considered long-standing when diag-
nosis and classification criteria fulfilment date 
several years ago (e.g. at least 10 years).

How to assess damage related to pSS
Damage may occur in early disease, is always pre-
sent in established disease, but is often heavier in 
long-standing disease. Overall, the objective glan-
dular hypofunction in pSS could be explained by 
active inflammation of the gland (infiltration of 
immune cells), chronic damage (fibrosis and fatty 
lesions) with loss of functional parenchyma and 
functional impairment (autonomic dysfunction and 
receptor-mediated downregulation of saliva).19,107

In chronic inflammatory diseases, such as pSS, 
the differentiation between active inflammatory 
lesions (reversible with therapy) and damage-
related lesions (not reversible with therapy) is 
crucial to better stratify patients in terms of spe-
cific treatment indications and responses.108

Currently, salivary flow rate, SG scintigraphy 
and, less frequently, sialography are used as diag-
nostic tools in pSS, since they are included in new 
and old pSS classification criteria.34,61 However, 
their role in patients’ follow-up is less clear.22 
Salivary flow rate and scintigraphy might have 
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potential indications for objectively evaluating 
changes in secretory function in the course of the 
disease and after treatment, due to their ability to 
monitor SG functioning over time. However, 
their use is limited due to reliability issues, inva-
siveness and radiation exposure.22

Magnetic resonance (MR) could help to identify 
the changes that occur in major SGs during the 
different phases of the pSS, differentiating early 
stages (oedema caused by active inflammation 
resulting in glandular enlargement) and damage 
progression (lobular destruction associated with 
deposition of fibrous tissue and fat, visible as dif-
fuse micro- and macro-cystic changes).22

For the role of SGUS in pSS, see section ‘Focus 
on salivary gland ultrasound’.

In recent years, two clinical composite indexes for 
quantifying the amount of damage related to pSS 
have been proposed: Sjögren’s Syndrome Disease 
Damage Index (SSDDI)109 and Sjögren’s 
Syndrome Damage Index (SSDI).110 The SSDDI 
is composed of a list of 18 irreversible damages 
affecting 6 organ domains,109 and the SSDI is an 
unweighted checklist of 27 items divided into 3 
lists: ocular, oral and systemic damage.110 Although 
these two indexes are currently used in clinical 
practice, they have limitations, such as low exter-
nal validity and cross-validation, and they may not 
completely cover the broad spectrum of pSS.111

Focus on salivary gland ultrasound
SGUS is increasingly applied in pSS management 
to evaluate SG structural abnormalities and 
parenchymal lesions, focusing on major SGs, 
such as the parotid glands and submandibular 
glands.18–20

The role of SGUS in the early preclinical phases 
of pSS
There is increasing evidence of the role of imag-
ing, especially ultrasound, in identifying inflam-
matory and anatomical changes in the preclinical 
phases of different rheumatic diseases, even before 
symptoms or signs can be perceived by patients 
and physicians.112–114 Encouraging preliminary 
results on the role of SGUS in the preclinical pSS 
phase have emerged from a study assessing 
patients with suspected pSS (onset of dry eyes and 
dry mouth, and manifestation of sicca symp-
toms for less than 5 years), showing higher SG 

sonographic change in comparison with sicca con-
trols.115 SGUS showed sensitivity and specificity 
of 66% and 98%, respectively, confirming a good 
performance for the early, noninvasive diagnosis 
of pSS,115 although the capacity of SGUS to dis-
criminate between pSS and mimicking conditions 
(such as sarcoidosis, amyloidosis, IgG4-related 
disease and undifferentiated connective tissue dis-
eases) is still debated.116–118

Similarly, it was demonstrated that SGUS may 
play a key role in patients who are extractable 
nuclear antibody-negative, helping in stratifying 
pSS patients and reducing the need for biopsy in 
the early stages of the disease.119

In the authors’ experience, SGUS may be per-
formed to identify early SG changes to obtain 
predictive data, as suggested by an associated sec-
ondary Sjögren syndrome in RA patients without 
sicca symptoms. Preliminary observations 
reported that 34.5% of RA patients showed mor-
phological sonographic changes that suggested 
preclinical SS (unpublished data).

Although there are not yet many studies focusing 
on the role of SGUS in the preclinical stages of 
pSS, the depicted data suggest that SGUS will be 
an important focus of the research in the near 
future.

The role of SGUS in pSS diagnosis
Nowadays, SGUS is gaining a central place in the 
diagnostic algorithm of suspected pSS,18,120 
emerging as a valid complement tool to histopa-
thology and as an alternative tool in cases where 
biopsy cannot be performed. A recent study 
reported that adding SGUS as a minor item to 
ACR/EULAR classification criteria improved 
sensitivity from 90.2% to 95.6%, with quite simi-
lar specificity.27 Furthermore, studies have 
reported that the combined positivity of SGUS 
and anti-SSA antibodies provides a high predic-
tive value for the diagnosis of pSS, hypothetically 
excluding the need for MSGB. MSGB, as well as 
its diagnostic value, has important prognostic 
value, since it allows the identification of patients 
at higher risk of developing severe extra-glandular 
manifestations and lymphoma.65 By contrast, a 
negative SGUS with negative anti-SSA antibod-
ies cannot reliably exclude pSS, and in these 
cases, MSGB is mandatory if pSS is sus-
pected.119,121 The limitations of SGUS are mainly 
due to reliability issues and the lack of a 
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standardised scoring system.122,123 To improve 
the standardisation of the methodology, the 
Outcome Measures in Rheumatology Clinical 
Trials (OMERACT) SGUS task force proposed 
a new four-grade semiquantitative score with 
good/excellent agreement results122,123 (Figure 1).

The role of SGUS in disease activity assessment
The role of SGUS as an instrument to assess pSS 
activity, follow disease progression or monitor 
treatment effectiveness has scarcely been 
investigated.

Cross-sectional studies found an association 
between SGUS scores and the presence of extra-
glandular pSS manifestations, systemic disease 
activity (evaluated by ESSDAI) and 
ESSPRI.20,108,124–128 SGUS could in the future rep-
resent a surrogate marker of activity in the ESSDAI 
glandular domain and a marker of damage pro-
gression.108 Although the issue remains whether 
relatively robust grey scale scoring systems are sen-
sitive enough to detect morphological changes, 
recent interventional studies (two rituximab stud-
ies and one ianalumab study) reported an improve-
ment of some SG ultrasonographic characteristics, 
likely related to disease activity.129–131

Recently, the possibility of using Doppler ultra-
sound to noninvasively assess SG inflammatory 
activity has been thoroughly investigated. Similar 
to a well-established evaluation of joint inflamma-
tion, the Sjögren ultrasound subgroup of the 
OMERACT ultrasound working group recently 
proposed a semiquantitative scoring system to 
evaluate SG vascularisation in pSS.132,133 
Although the sensitivity to change of the proposed 
Doppler scoring system (a change in glandular 
perfusion secondary to a change in inflammation 
intensity) still needs to be determined in a longi-
tudinal study, the standardisation of investigation 
represents the first step towards a better noninva-
sive evaluation of inflammation in SGs of pSS 
patients.

In the future, the Doppler scoring system might be 
combined with the consensual OMERACT grey 
scale scoring system,122 leading to a comprehensive 
global SGUS scoring system and allowing ade-
quate distinction between activity and damage.

The role of SGUS in glandular damage 
assessment
In pSS patients, SGs show a wide range of abnor-
malities corresponding to different stages of the 

Figure 1. Outcome Measures in Rheumatology Clinical Trials (OMERACT) four-grade semiquantitative scoring 
system for major salivary gland lesions in primary Sjögren’s syndrome. Ultrasound images of the parotid gland 
in a four-grade semiquantitative scoring system by OMERACT: (a) grade 0, normal parenchyma; (b) grade 
1, minimal change: mild inhomogeneity without anechoic/hypoechoic areas; (c) grade 2, moderate change: 
moderate inhomogeneity with focal anechoic/hypoechoic areas but surrounded with normal tissue; and (d) 
grade 3, severe change: diffuse inhomogeneity with anechoic/hypoechoic areas occupying the entire gland 
surface but surrounded with no normal tissue.
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disease, and SGUS allows the detection and char-
acterisation of these variations, including size 
change, from enlargement to atrophy of the gland 
(Figure 2), and morphologic alterations with 
parenchymal heterogeneity due to the presence of 
hypoechoic lesions described as pseudocystic 
lesions, hyperechoic bands, fatty deposition and 
multiple calcifications (Figure 2).120

Pseudocysts in pSS are thought to be early lesions 
due to parenchymal inflammatory infiltration.134 
Subsequently, these pseudocysts may form small 
punctiform aggregates that are an expression of the 
anatomical damage to the SGs, and fatty deposi-
tion could be present, responsible for the irregular-
ity of the glandular margins.16 In the next stage of 
the disease, the SG parenchyma appears inhomo-
geneous due to the presence of hyperechoic bands, 
an expression of post-inflammatory fibrosis and 
chronic damage, as their presence is associated 
with objective SG impairment.19 Eventually, in the 
late stage, the SGs become atrophic.135

The SGUS scoring systems currently available 
were created for diagnostic purposes and are 
mainly focused on the heterogeneity of the SG 
parenchyma;16,53,122,124,135 thus, to the best of our 
knowledge, no SGUS scoring system to assess 

and quantify glandular damage in pSS is cur-
rently available.

Minor salivary gland ultrasound
To date, most pSS literature has focused on the 
sonographic assessment of major SGs, leaving the 
minor SG orphan of evidence.21 Nevertheless, in 
the histological evaluation of pSS, minor SGs 
play an important role,34,61 whereas a parotid 
biopsy is poorly performed in pSS.

The only representative study testing the capabil-
ity of ultrasound for the diagnosis of pSS assess-
ing labial SGs was performed by Ferro et  al.136 
Patients with suspected pSS, identified by the 
presence of sicca syndrome, and healthy controls 
were included. Inhomogeneity of the labial SGs 
was the main sonographic change characterising 
those patients who received a final diagnosis of 
pSS (42.2%).136 Interestingly, a different sono-
graphic pattern was reported between SSA-
positive subjects, both with or without anti-SSB 
antibodies, and SSA-negative/SSB-negative sub-
jects, the pattern being inhomogeneous in the 
first group, whereas a normal pattern character-
ised the group with a negative antibody profile.136 
Labial SG inhomogeneity pattern also showed a 

Figure 2. Ultrasound images of healthy and pathological salivary glands (SGs): (a) parotid gland of healthy 
subject with homogeneous parenchyma; (b) parotid gland of a primary Sjögren’s syndrome (pSS) patient, 
the gland is atrophic, an intraparenchymal lymph node is present (*); (c) parotid gland of a pSS patient 
with inhomogeneous parenchyma due to the presence of hypoechoic lesions, described as pseudocystic 
lesions (void arrows), and hyperechoic bands (white arrows); and (d) parotid gland of a pSS patient with 
inhomogeneous parenchyma, with multiple calcifications present.
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significant association with the number of foci 
and FS of the MSGB (p < 0.001).136

To date, some issues limit the routine use of 
minor SG ultrasound, for example, the lack of 
standardised ultrasound definitions for minor 
SGs, standardised ultrasound technique and 
technical requirements needed to adequately 
assess the minor SGs. Due to their anatomical 
characteristics, minor SG ultrasound would 
require very high-frequency transducers (the 
cited work adopted a 70 MHz transducer),136 
which are generally not available in the routine 
practice of rheumatologists.

New insights into pSS therapy
The management of pSS is challenging for clini-
cians, as the disease expresses a variable clinical 
profile.137 In recent years, researchers have 
focused on modifying disease outcomes, rather 
than controlling symptoms, to offer innovative 
and patient-tailored target therapies.138 

Topic therapy for sicca symptoms
As for dry eye and dry mouth management, inter-
est has recently been raised by new topical medi-
cations and by new formulations of old drugs 

(Table 1). The ophthalmic solution Lifitegrast is 
a lymphocyte function-associated antigen-1 
antagonist that prevents T-cell recruitment and 
activation.139 The agent AR-15512 [transient 
receptor potential cation channel subfamily  
M member 8 (TRPM8) agonist; Aerie 
Pharmaceuticals, Durham, NC, USA] has been 
studied for its possible role in restoring tear film 
volume. NOV03 (100% perfluorohexyloctane, 
Novaliq, Heidelberg, Germany) acts on 
Meibomian gland obstruction and lipid layer sta-
bilisation.75 The topical application of chloro-
quine (0.03%) for 21 days showed good results on 
the inflammatory status of the tear film, improv-
ing dry eye symptoms, ocular staining and tear 
film volume.140 Although topical application of 
chloroquine showed limited retinal toxicity, fur-
ther studies are needed to assess its possible side 
effects.140 A nanoemulsion solution, Cyporin N 
(Taejoon Pharm, Seoul, Korea), has been devel-
oped to overcome Cyclosporin A poor solubility 
in tear film.141

In the field of nonpharmacological therapies, 
TrueTear® is an intranasal tear neurostimulator 
portable device that painlessly stimulates the 
anterior ethmoid nerve and increases tear produc-
tion.142 Thermal pulsation devices such as 
Lipiflow® can be effective in Meibomian gland 

Table 1. Some innovative and promising therapeutic options for primary Sjögren’s syndrome.

Topical drugs for dry eye management • Lifitegrast ophthalmic solution
• AR-15512 ophthalmic solution®
• NOV03 ophthalmic solution®
• Chloroquine 0.03% ophthalmic solution
• Cyclosporine A nanoemulsion solution

Topical drugs for dry mouth management • Topical liquid pilocarpine

Nonpharmacological therapy for dry eye 
management

•  Intranasal tear neurostimulator (e.g. TrueTear®)
• Thermal pulsation devices (e.g. Lipiflow®)
• Intense pulse light
• Intraductal Meibomian probing

Nonpharmacological therapy for dry 
mouth management

• Neuro-electrostimulation
•  Sialendoscopy with or without intraductal steroid irrigation

Biological drugs •  Anti-CD40: CFZ533-Iscalimab (NCT 02291029; 
NCT03905525)

•  Anti-BAFF Receptor: VAY736-Ianalumab (NCT 02962895)
•  Anti-BAFF/anti-CD20: Belimumab/rituximab 

(NCT02631538)
•  RNase-Fc fusion protein: RSLV-132 (NCT03247686)
• Anti-CD40 Ligand: VIB4920 (NCT04129164)
• JAK/STAT inhibitors: Tofacitinib (NCT04496960)
•  BTK inhibitors: Lou64-Remibrutinib (NCT04035668)
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dysfunction and evaporative dry eye symptoms 
through their evacuative action on obstructed 
glands.143,144 Other treatment options are intense 
pulse light and intraductal Meibomian 
probing.75,145,146

For oral dryness and salivary hypofunction man-
agement, a small, nonblinded, noncontrolled study 
reported an improvement of xerostomia with the 
application of topical liquid pilocarpine, with fewer 
side effects compared to systemic use.147 Examples 
of nonpharmacological methods for dry mouth 
treatment are the application of neuro-electrostim-
ulation148,149 or sialendoscopy with or without 
intraductal steroid irrigation.150–152

Systemic therapy
Several biological drugs targeting B-cell hyperac-
tivity, T-cell co-stimulation and abnormal pro-
inflammatory cytokine production have been 
investigated for autoimmune and lymphoprolif-
erative diseases in clinical trials, most of them fail-
ing to achieve primary outcomes, probably due to 
trial design issues (i.e. patient heterogeneity, 
strong placebo effect, insensitive outcome meas-
ures, efficacy only in a few disease manifestations) 
(Table 1).153

Anti-B-cell therapy, with a drug alone (rituximab 
or belimumab) or with sequential or combination 
therapy, may prove effective in some patient’s 
subsets.154,155

Ianalumab (VAY736), a monoclonal B-cell-
depleting antibody that blocks the BAFF receptor, 
produced a statistically significant amelioration in 
ESSDAI score when given at high doses (300 mg) 
and confronted to placebo (NCT02962895).131,156 
Based on the positive results of the BELISS clini-
cal trial,154,157 and the experimental and clinical 
rationale of the anti-CD20 and anti-BAFF double 
therapeutic approach,158,159 an international  
clinical trial has evaluated the safety, efficacy and 
tolerability of belimumab plus rituximab co-
administration and monotherapy in active pSS 
(NCT02631538). The preliminary results sup-
port the positive role of the combination therapy 
in sustainedly improving ESSDAI and stimulated 
salivary flow over time and in producing B-cell 
depletion in MSGB.160

Recently, promising results have been shown by 
Iscalimab (CFZ533), a nondepleting anti-CD40 

monoclonal antibody, which improved both stim-
ulated and unstimulated salivary flow rates, 
patient-reported visual analogue scale assess-
ment, disease activity and fatigue index with good 
safety, together with serum CXCL13 reduction 
(NCT 02291029).161 A new clinical trial on mul-
tiple doses of CFZ533 in two distinct pSS popu-
lations (moderate to severe disease versus low 
systemic involvement with high symptom bur-
den) is also ongoing (NCT03905525), as well as 
a study on the efficacy of CD40 ligand antagonist 
VIB4920 (NCT04129164).

RSLV-132, a fully human RNase-Fc fusion  
protein, improved severe fatigue in pSS patients, 
with a reduction of ESSPRI and three  
other independent patient-reported measures 
(FACIT-F, ProF, DSST), while increasing the 
expression of selected interferon-inducible 
genes.162

Other pathways have been evaluated to find new 
possible therapeutic targets in pSS. Recent  
clinical trials have focused on kinase pathways, 
such as the JAK/STAT [e.g. tofacitinib 
(NCT04496960)] and the BTK pathway [e.g. 
Lou064-Remibrutinib (NCT04035668)]. Agents 
directed against specific cytokines, such as IL-7 
[e.g. S95011 (NCT04605978)] and IL-23 (e.g. 
ustekinumab, NCT04093531), have also been 
tested. Other potential candidates might be 
Fingolimod, which affects sphingosine path-
ways,163 IL-38,164 IL-27165 or the coinhibitory 
molecule B7-H4.166 As type I interferon is funda-
mental in pSS pathogenesis, other rational strate-
gies might range from blocking its receptor (e.g. 
anti-type I interferon receptor, anifrolumab) to 
targeting its production (e.g. anti-blood dendritic 
cell antigen 2, BIIB059).167 The new-generation 
microRNA therapeutic approach might also play 
a future role.168–170 Moreover, the interest should 
be extended to the simultaneous intervention tar-
geting different pathogenetic pathways with bio-
logic and conventional synthetic disease-modifying 
antirheumatic drugs, as supported by belimumab/
rituximab double therapeutic approach158–160 and 
the leflunomide-hydroxychloroquine associa-
tion.171 Efforts in this direction might be repre-
sented by trials evaluating tibulizumab, a bispecific 
dual-antagonist antibody that binds BAFF and 
IL-17 simultaneously (NCT04563195), and the 
combination of anti-B and T-cell drugs (hydroxy-
chloroquine, leflunomide and mycophenolate 
mofetil, NCT05113004).
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Lymphoma in pSS

Clusters and predictors
The main purpose of the research on lymphom-
agenesis in pSS in recent years has been to identify 
epidemiological, clinical, laboratory, histological 
and imaging features predictive of lymphoprolif-
erative disease (Table 2), aiming to obtain an early 
diagnosis, better management, and prognosis 
through a rational stratification of patients.172

Regarding the epidemiological aspect, men have a 
higher risk of lymphoma and a shorter median 
time from pSS diagnosis to lymphoma develop-
ment than women.173,174 A higher prevalence of 
lymphoma was found in the early (⩽35 years) and 
late (⩾65 years) onset patients.173,174 Younger 
patients demonstrate a higher frequency of  
B-cell-associated manifestations, which are known 
predictive factors of lymphoproliferative dis-
ease.10,96 Older patients have an incidence peak of 

lymphoma within the first 6 years from pSS diag-
nosis, and in this age group, male gender is the 
main independent risk factor for lymphoma.10

Several clinical and serological features have been 
used as lymphoma predictors, as specified in 
Table 2.172,175–177 Their usefulness has been con-
firmed through the years, with variable strength 
of association dependent on study population 
characteristics and methods of assessment.178–180 
The correlation with ESSDAI has also been an 
object of debate, as the presence of specific clini-
cal and biological manifestations (i.e. persistent 
major SG enlargement and cryoglobulinaemia) 
has proven to be useful in identifying pSS patients 
at a higher risk of lymphoma evolution, rather 
than the overall disease activity evaluated by 
ESSDAI.90

Regarding the histopathology of pSS, some con-
flicting data on the association between GC-like 

Table 2. Lymphoma in primary Sjögren’s syndrome (pSS): what to search for and evaluate? Clinical, 
laboratory, histological, imaging and novel biomarkers.

Clinical • Salivary gland enlargement
• Skin vasculitis with palpable purpura and skin ulcers
• Peripheral neuropathy
• Lymphadenopathy
• Splenomegaly
• Younger onset
• Male patients
• High ESSDAI

Laboratory • Anti-SSA/SSB positivity
• Rheumatoid factor positivity
• Cryoglobulinaemia
• Low C4 levels
• CD4+ T-cell lymphopenia
• Monoclonal gammopathy (IgMk)
• Beta 2 microglobulin

Histological • High focus score
• Germinal centre-like structures and lymphoepithelial lesions

Imaging •  GUS: OMERACT score of SG parenchyma; in the presence of focal lesions: 
echostructure; inner appearance; shape, margins, presence of septa; 
hypervascularity; posterior acoustic features

• PET/CT: SUV max ⩾4.7 in the parotid glands

Novel biomarkers • CXCL13
• TSLP
• TREX
• P2XT receptor–inflammasome axis
• miR200b-5p
• TNFAIP3
• LILRA3

ESSDAI, EULAR Sjögren’s syndrome disease activity index; PET/CT, Positron emission tomography/computed tomography; 
SGUS, salivary gland ultrasound; SUV, standardised uptake value.
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structures and lymphoma development can be 
explained by the lack of agreement on the meth-
odology of assessment.181 On the contrary, the 
association between higher FS and a higher risk 
of non-Hodgkin lymphoma was documented in 
several studies, and more recently, a FS ⩾4 was 
indicated as a risk factor for lymphoma 
development.182,183

Some novel biomarkers of pSS-related lym-
phoproliferation have been studied in recent 
years (Table 2), but the lack of external valida-
tion and prospective evaluation, as well as the 
intrinsic complexity of lymphoma pathogenesis, 
still limits their clinical use as single predictive 
factors.14,179,180,184

The SG ultrasonographic pattern might represent 
another predictor, due to the proven association 
with clinical, serological and histological features 
of lymphoproliferative risk and its ability to define 

the ESSDAI glandular domain in pSS,21,108,124,126,185 
as recently reported by Lorenzon et al.186

Most awaited is the creation of a unique compos-
ite predictive model for early patient stratification 
supported by artificial intelligence, as mirrored by 
the efforts of the HarmonicSS Project.93

Ultrasound-guided core needle biopsy in the 
diagnosis of pSS-related lymphoma
Although the suspicion of lymphoma in pSS is 
mainly clinical, SGUS represents a useful aid in 
lymphoma diagnosis, as it can detect suspicious 
patterns of lymphoproliferative disease (e.g. dif-
fuse, large-confluent, hypoechoic areas, and a focal 
lesion within an altered parenchyma) and guide tis-
sue sampling of the afflicted gland30–32 (Figure 3).

Recent evidence suggests that in pSS patients 
with major risk factors for B-cell lymphoma,178 

Figure 3. Ultrasound-guided core needle biopsy (CNB) of the major salivary glands in primary Sjögren’s 
syndrome (pSS) patients with suspected salivary gland lymphoma: (a) pSS patient with swollen left parotid 
gland; (b) pSS patient undergoing ultrasound-guided CNB of the left submandibular gland; (c) ultrasound 
image of the parotid gland with focal lesion suspected of lymphoma; and (d) ultrasound image of the parotid 
gland showing inhomogeneous parenchyma suspected of lymphoma in the absence of focal lesion. The needle 
is indicated by white arrows (d).
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ultrasound-guided CNB can provide adequate 
sampling for histological examination, immuno-
histochemical staining and flow cytometry.187 In 
the case of a parotid biopsy, ultrasound-guided 
CNB can be safely performed in the postero-cau-
dal part of the gland, with respect to the facial 
nerve31 (Figure 3). In the scenery of a biopsy tar-
geting the submandibular glands, nerve injuries 
are of no concern.31

At present, ultrasound-guided CNB could be a 
precious procedure for lymphoma diagnosis in 
pSS patients, not only showing remarkable patient 
safety and tolerance but also allowing adequate 
glandular sampling and a definite histological 
diagnosis.31,188 Ultrasound-guided CNB of the 
major SGs may also be useful in pSS-related lym-
phoma for prognosis assessment, follow-up and 
treatment response evaluation. Hopefully, in the 
future, this procedure might also be used in 
patients without lymphoma to assess and monitor 
pSS disease activity and tissue damage.189

Conclusion
pSS is a heterogeneous disease characterised by a 
wide spectrum of manifestations that vary accord-
ing to the different stages of the disease and 
among different subsets of patients.1 Knowledge 
about the disease pathogenesis, as well as a stand-
ardised stratification of pSS patients through dif-
ferent biomarkers (tissue, serological, imaging), 
should be improved. These will help early disease 
diagnosis, risk assessment of systemic or lym-
phoproliferative complications, and identification 
of the degree of activity-related and damage-
related manifestations, and will allow a tailored 
follow-up and treatment strategy (Table 3).

In recent years, many advances have been made in 
the field of pSS diagnosis and follow-up, such as 
the development of clinical indices to assess dis-
ease activity (ESSDAI, ESSPRI, CRESS),82,87,91 
the standardisation of surgical procedures and his-
topathology reporting of the MSGB,63 the 
increased use of major SG biopsy,31,70 the new 

Table 3. Research agenda.

Elaborate a deeper knowledge of the pathogenesis of pSS.

Construct a better definition of risk factors for pSS development.

Encourage the use of new four-grade semiquantitative score proposed by OMERACT.

Can the SGUS be added to the pSS classification criteria? Do we need new classification criteria for pSS?

Can the major salivary gland biopsy be used for the diagnosis of pSS?

Which novel biomarkers can be used in clinical practice for pSS diagnosis?

How can we stratify pSS patients?

Do we need a new disease activity index? Do we need new damage index?

Can the SGUS be useful in patients’ follow-up?

Do different subtypes of pSS patients need to be followed up differently? How should they be followed?

Encourage the development of new therapies for pSS, both local and systemic.

Which pSS patients need a systemic treatment?

Construct a better definition of treatment response.

Provide better description of the risk factors of lymphoproliferative disease linked to pSS.

Can ultrasound-guided CNB be routinely used in pSS management?

How could SGUS help in the assessment of salivary gland activity and damage?

CNB, core needle biopsy; OMERACT, Outcome Measures in Rheumatology Clinical Trials; pSS, primary Sjögren’s 
syndrome; SGUS, salivary gland ultrasound.
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OMERACT scoring system for SGUS (Figure 
1)122,190 and the ongoing studies of new biomark-
ers.73 Hopefully, all these tools will be increasingly 
used in future routine clinical practice (Table 3).

New treatment options are emerging in pSS, both 
for glandular symptoms and for systemic manifes-
tation,168 due to a deeper understanding of the 
pathophysiological bases of the disease and 
increasing ongoing trials, thus making a correct 
and objective evaluation of the response to treat-
ment even more necessary.

However, pSS patients report an important 
unmet need for a successful pharmacological and 
nonpharmacological approach to the three great-
est patient-reported disabilities: dryness, fatigue 
and musculoskeletal pain.191 Therefore, further 
research in these areas is also needed (Table 3).

In conclusion, the findings of past and recent 
years enable us to gain better insight into pSS. 
Certainly, in the coming years, some of the cur-
rent novelties will become part of our routine 
clinical practice, thus improving the global man-
agement of pSS patients.
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